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How to achieve balance in your life through Tango .... even if you can't dance.

"Tango is an art, a physical discipline, and a philosophy ... Johanna Siegmann calls The Tao of
Tango." -- Kathryn Eastburn, Contributing Editor, Colorado Springs Independent"The Tao of
Tango is one of the most compelling, thought-provoking, informative and sensitive books I have
ever read. -- Nick Lawrence, "Using Tango as a metaphor for communication ... this book helps
people find balance and harmony in their own lives." -- Fictionsearch.com ... [T]he ultimate self-
help book ... Siegmann compares male and female energy, to archetypal Tango dancers. Fresh,
unique... -- James A. Cox, Midwest Book Review, Oregon, WIIt is not a still, frozen picture, but an
intense, dynamic and vital image...[T]his book has heart. -- Gabriel Espinosa, Historian, Mexico
City[N]early every sentence is a deep and profound truth about Tango and real-life relationships.
A wonderful book!!" -- Peter Ripota, PM Magazine, Munich, GermanyFrom the PublisherWith its
thoughtful, light-hearted insights and simple physical exercises this book will help you achieve
the coveted "balance" that affects every aspect of your life. Discover how the lessons from this
seductive, complex and intimate 100-year-old dance can lead you to a more balanced life.From
the AuthorI found the answers to all of life s lessons in the arms of a total stranger. And now you
can read them in the pages of this book. The very first time I was held in a Tango embrace, my
life was transformed. In one of those mythical epiphanies of biblical proportions, the light of
understanding flooded down upon me, the clouds parted, and the angels sang. In fact, this book
was born that very same night.The depth of my life lessons through this marvelous dance were
so important and life altering, I felt compelled to share them with people who were not
necessarily attracted to the dance itself. Because even if not everyone struggles with "ganchos"
and "molinetes", they do with life and relationships.About the AuthorAt the tender age of 4, a
light bulb went on over Johanna's head. Literally. Although born in New York, she moved with her
family when she was three to a tiny Mexican town where milk was still delivered on donkeys. The
only blond in town, she really stood out on the Cinco de Mayo parade float she rode, patting out
tortillas. One night, on a bare plywood stage lit by naked light bulbs, she did the twist for her
kindergarten recital in front of a gaggle of adoring parents. And even if a star was not born, the
glow of that little bare bulb never left her. When she was five she moved to Mexico City, and
attended the American School from which she eventually graduated. Apparently, that got the
travel bug going, and she was very fortunate to trot around the world, visiting most of Western
(and some of eastern) Europe, a good chunk of South America, Africa, India/Nepal, Mexico, the
Caribbean, the United States, and Canada.Johanna received her B.A. in English and American
Literature from Pitzer College in Claremont, CA, (with a semester abroad in England) and
returned to Mexico where she began a short-lived career as a copywriter in advertising. Her



work brought her to New York where, after four years of "bigger, better, and improved", she
headed the call of that bulb from the past: acting. In the ensuing years her writing was put on
hold until several years after her move to California. In the aftermath of a divorce, she was
introduced to the Argentine Tango, an event that would prove to be a turning point in her life. The
floodgates were thrust open and Johanna began writing again, completing several articles, a
couple of plays, a handful of short stories, and, of course, The Tao of Tango.Johanna has been
dancing the Tango since 1995, performing in the U.S. and abroad, and has been a private coach
and practice partner for several years. More recently she has developed a workshop based on
The Tao of Tango, which has met with great enthusiasm.Besides writing, Johanna also directs
plays, enjoys hiking in the hills around her home in Los Feliz, California, and has a fetish for
felines - a trait her darling beloved tolerates bravely.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All
rights reserved.I have often been described as outgoing, aggressive, impulsive, intimidating,
gregarious, courageous, and daring. Male energy traits. However, I have never been addressed
as "sir", or even been described as masculine. In other words, I am female physically, and male
energetically. Apparently, this can be very disconcerting to the opposite sex. Equally
disconcerting to women is a man whose female energy is in control, always nurturing, caring
and sensitive. What s a woman to do with a man that cries more than she does? And when I
look about me, I see legions of people with the same dilemma: physically feminine women with
decidedly masculine energy traits, or men who ve pounded one too many drums. Regardless of
gender, it seems that too many of us have one thing in common: we are unable to find a mate
that matches our needs. How often did I hear, "You are so attractive/funny/ interesting/amusing/
intelligent, why aren t you with a man?" Yeah?! Why wasn t I? I never believed you needed a
partner to be "complete"; a partner should complement you. However, if I have "dominant
masculine energy", a woman like me would have to find a man whose female energy is
dominant. But when these men did present themselves, I overwhelmed and overpowered them. I
was "intimidating". On the other hand, I came close to blows with men whose masculine energy
obliterated their female energy, since if felt they were trivializing a part of me. I was a "smart-
ass" (which is no surprise to my mother
). We all appeared to be energetically out of synch. What was a girl (or guy) to do?As a child I
was encouraged to follow my dreams, be whatever I wanted, not to ask permission to express
my creativity, be my own person, not depend on any one or any thing for my happiness and
fulfillment. I have no regrets about this upbringing, but translating it into a successful relationship
had somehow eluded me.I was alternately described as too independent, too intimidating, too
self-sufficient, too aggressive. We were, however, obviously not talking about behavior; because
even though I had a really fast sports car and drove like a guy, I was still perceived as feminine.
But, even though I wore make-up, knew how to boil water, and cried at manipulative movies,
men still considered me "intimidating". I just didn t get it.For years I had been presented with a
life lesson which I was simply unable to internalize: the basic dynamics between male/female
energies in a committed relationship. Or any male/female relationship. Period.I was told by those



wiser than I that my male/female energies were out of kilter. Heck, if I couldn t even distinguish
each in myself (and I was supposedly a quasi-moderately enlightened and pseudo-partially
open-minded sort of spiritual individual), how would I ever be able to alter the balance? And a
male/female relationship within myself? Was such a thing even possible?The effort to be more
"female/passive" sent me into a panic and left me feeling helpless and stupid. I felt like I had to
let myself down, pretending to be weak when I didn t feel that way, compromising my behavior
in a way that felt uncomfortable, manipulative, and ultimately, unsustainable. Eventually, I was
going to hang the damn picture myself, anyway.It just never made sense to me, this "female/
passive, masculine/aggressive" nonsense. Who decided that women have to be weak and men
strong? We each are the way we are. I was born strong. I have big bones
The notion that this male/female energy was of a more psychic universal nature (and therefore
interactive and malleable) and not related to behavior (hanging pictures) was totally lost on me.
Like that song in Oklahoma says, "
how can I be what I ain t?" I couldn t seem to let go of my own definitions:Female = passive,
submissive.Passive = pushover, pathetic.Submissive = victim, loser.I could not make the
conscious, spiritual leap from what passive and submissive on the earth plane meant when
applied to the spiritual, universal male/female forces.To realize that both these energies co-
existed in everyone in varying degrees sounded nice in theory but just wouldn t fit under my
skin. I understood that the balance of these forces was essential in maintaining any healthy
relationship: with one s partners, work, environment, even with oneself. But I couldn t imagine
how to achieve this energy balance if it didn t already exist. I thought the imbalance was part of
the life lesson, the handicap you had to struggle with toward "enlightenment". I had no idea how I
could possibly try to be what I wasn t without losing "myself" in the process. I checked, and
although I found a whole bunch of buttons, none of them said "reset"."Pretending" to be
"feminine" was simply not an option; not only was it artificial, at some point the façade was
bound to collapse. I never understood that there was a monumental difference between male
and female energy and male and female behavior.I had begun to believe that my life was on an
unalterable course in terms of my relationships and of my spiritual understanding; of what it
meant to be a "modern" woman, caught between the fierce struggle for independence and
emotional longing to be cared for; between the outward material trappings of achievement and
the intense yearning for spiritual growth. Was I going to have to be "cute" to be loved?It seemed
hopeless. I could not reconcile the theory of male and female energy with its practical
application. I could not see how I could possibly be both "spiritually balanced" and "materially
successful".Then I received that proverbial phone call that changed everything.Read more
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SeaGoat under Sirius, “Charming and delightful book! Insightful too - it will enrich your tango!.
"All the technique and classes in the world did not address the real problem ... as long as I
placed my attention outwards [whilst dancing, I ignored] the inner connection." (pages
94-95)The American Amazon.com website has, at the time of writing (mid-May 2011)29 reviews,
nearly all of which are graded as 5-star (excellent).For tango dancers, this may be the best book
on the market!The book has been published in Spanish and English and both versions are
currently available. I bought two copies of the book, over 3 years ago. The first was mine. I was
so impressed I ordered a second copy as a gift to a friend. Of over 40 books on tango that I have
bought, read and own, this is one of the most important, and it is one of my top-5. It may well be
my desert island number 1 tango book.Siegmann is not a writer of obscure or esoteric
nonsense. This work is clear and insightful and it is pure tango, though her language is often
very beautiful, it is always personal and felt. When she discovered tango, she felt that she..."...
[had] found the Holy Grail...I was conversing in some language of the soul that resided in a part
of me I never knew existed ... I was consciously experiencing my female energy for the first
time." (Pages 2-3)I am partly inspired to write a review of this intelligent and heart-warming
treatise on tango because, at the time of writing, justice has not been done; there are no reviews
on the English Amazon website, my home site, and, I hate to say it but I have heard awful and
nonsensical hearsay, from a tango 'teacher' in the Welsh borders, that this book has nothing to
do with tango. How far from the truth some will go to peddle jealous, spiteful lies! This book is
absolutely at the heart of tango, and its content is sparkling: tango can be even more than a
thing of just beauty and elegance - two fine assets indeed but in developing our connections
within the dance, by understanding how masculine and feminine energies work, in both men and
women, we can vastly improve our tango."All of tango's fancy steps are the artful rearrangement
of three basic movements: the basic [walking] step, the ocho and the molinette. Everything else
is a derivation or combination of these elements"(Page 7)This fine book is not intended as a
guide for assisting absolute beginners to master basic steps, though it will inspire them towards
better tango, one day; nor is it about teaching fancy figures. There is a lot more to tango than
that! For absolute beginners, and 'improvers', even though this book is written from an advanced
point of view, it is very accessible and an easy read. For neophyte, improving and/or
intermediate dancers this tome is a tasty teaser of what pleasures lie ahead. Their tango
dancing will benefit, one day, due to this work. It is best suited to intermediate and advanced
dancers, upwards, and to teachers. It is from somewhere around that point that the author writes,
from a time of saturation within tango, with years of classes and dancing behind her she found
she wanted something more."Tango helps us get balanced because it requires the highest level
of communication - without words. It also requires us to use both [female and male] energies and
so develop them." (Page 13)Johanna Siegmann's book is a wonderful and touching treatise on
tango. She calls it The Tao (pronounced `dow') of Tango because she treats the reader to a



blend of the tango he or she already knows with an introduction to how male and female
energies work, in both leaders and followers, during the dance. Eastern mysticism is not a big
part of this book - in fact it hardly shows itself - so do not let that put you off. It is essentially a
book about dancing tango but Siegmann has found a useful tag (as did Chan Park with "Tango
Zen", another very worthwhile read 
  
Tango Zen: Walking Dance Meditation

  
  
)that fits well with her psychoanalysis and spiritually-tinted presentation."In tango you move
back and forth between both energies [male and female] almost unconsciously..." (Page 13)
[and] "for the follower, to move correctly, she has to maintain her own balance, her own space,
and her own independence - all of which are expressions of male energy in the
follower" [whereas female energy in the leader manifests by allowing him to wait for his follower,
by giving him the connection to her, and through lending him to imagination to lead the next
step]. (Pages 48-49).It is clear that Johanna Siegmann has a lot of experience in tango, for she
writes of it well, and knowledgeably. She honestly reveals her own flaws and facets; her
obsessions and neuroses on and off the dance-floor. She writes openly of her years of
development within tango. This is not a book by a doctor-psychlogist who talks down to his
patients, nor is it by someone talking egoistically of him- or herself. Siegmann is among the most
humble and thoughtful of tango writers; her thoughts are touching and incisive. She rightly
addresses one of tango's key psychological challenges, the need to listen to one's instinct not
one's ego (pages 51-52) but she also never loses sight of what's happening on the dancefloor,
nor within the music. She reminds us that tango has more than one rhythmic layer, unlike simpler
ballroom beats, in tango the leader may dance to a bass-line or a melody ... or even through an
adagio (pages 25-26) or to the voice - as Carlos Gavito (RIP), the legendary tango dancer, also
always stressed.Siegmann talks of the intrigue and social life in tango. She writes of the milonga
scene, the classroom and the lessons and how they do nothing to combat a major obstacle to
development within tango:"All the technique and classes in the world did not address the real
problem ... as long as I placed my attention outwards [I ignored] the inner connection" (pages
94-95)She never loses sight of the basics of tango - always a good sign in an advanced dancer -
and she reminds herself and her readers that the first keys to tango are the change of



weight,"...even if it is extremely subtle it must be absolute" (page 54); and of the
embrace,"...communication can only be accomplished through a close physical
connection" (page 141), again echoing Carlos Gavito's words, "The embrace contains all of
tango."The author reminds leaders that while they may lead steps, they must wait for the follower
to interpret them - as long as she stays with the music! At this point the follower is in control and
the leader must submit but, once again, for emphasis, as long as the follower stays with the
music!"When the lead is done correctly, the leader creates a space for the follower to flow
into" (page 47)One of the bravest parts of the book is the author's treatment of the drama, the
passion, the intrigue between two dancers; the `look', that exists between two people whilst in
the `zone'; and how not to mis-read passion in the dance for intentions off the dance-floor; but,
also how to benefit from the frisson of passionate drama during a dance ... and, what not to do
whilst dancing!Siegmann has an enchanted mind's-eye as well as a wonderful way with words.
She recalls ephemeral moments from her tango memories and transcribes them well in memoir-
style. She is a salient observer and notes how one thing never changes in tango: no matter how
many lessons people buy, how the elegant swans of the dance, once they have finished
dancing, leave the floor as ugly ducklings; grace to chaos in 1 second flat, without fail, at every
milonga.This is a charming and delightful book. It will warm your spirits. As a male tango leader I
found these insights from a female follower invaluable. Every man, or leader, in tango should
read this tome; and every follower in tango needs Siegmann's distillation of her years of
experience too.Priceless. The best book on tango in years!See my list, in Amazon's listmania, for
brief reviews of over 20 other tango books.”

Mostlywater, “A Compelling Page-Turner. "I went home consumed with the desire to relive those
emotions, to live perpetually in that empowered state, and to find out why this 100-year old
dance had this effect on me. And from that point forward I became a certifiable Tangomaniac".
(The Tao of Tango, Pg. 3)I found myself nodding in affirmation when I read this passage in
Ms.Sigmann's book. I recognized her at once as a fellow traveler. Even though I'm a man and a
leader, our early experiences with the dance followed parallel paths. During my first lesson, I
didn't just discover the Tango, rather it swallowed me whole. I've been its willing and enthusiastic
captive ever since. Once Ms. Siegmann reeled me in, I didn't just read her little book, I devoured
it. Seriously--the "Tao" is a compelling page-turner.I found her tome full of paradoxes, not unlike
the Tango itself. Her style is bold, yet nuanced. She shares her most intimate thoughts by
shouting them from a megaphone. Her philosophy about the dance and about male and female
energies is simple, yet profound. Her story includes difficult, unpleasant personal failures as well
as gloriously uplifting victories.If you are a Tango enthusiast I highly recommend this amazing
little book. Whether you are a follower or a leader, you will find something useful in it. As a male
leader, I value the insights she shared on the struggles, fears, and difficulties she experienced
as a woman and a follower. I think it will make me a more patient & considerate leader. I also
enjoyed her thoughts on the interplay between male and female energies and on Tango as an



analogy for life.Ms. Siegmann has bravely and boldly shared her very private revelations with us
in a straightforward, uncompromising manner. If you love the Tango, you will love Ms.
Siegmann's story. If you are not a Tango dancer, you should be. Read this book and I guarantee
you'll want to get out and try it.”

Marc Van Den Bulcke, “Four Stars. Deep thoughts about tango. Clearly written.”

Christian, “Profound!. This deliciously light, but yet profoundly deep book should be required
reading for individuals entering into, or struggling with relationships, whether in life or on the
dance floor. The author richly captures the essence of the authentic Argentine Tango dance and
the diverse energies that make it the communion between the souls. By taking the metaphor of
this beautiful language and applying it to life and lessons learned and then completing it with
exercises, she has aptly taken education to the next level through application. I have shared this
gem with my partner and will be ordering more as gifts. I look forward to more writings from this
very talented author.  Susan Munoz”

Dennis Hartley, “East meets West on the tango floor. Ms. Siegmann deftly sheds light on this
unique dance form from a spiritual/ metaphysical point of view. In particular, her distinction
between male/female energy and behavior is a powerful concept that helps us provide a
framework to better understand gender issues in our still somewhat patriarchal culture. She
shows that tango can be treated as a metaphor for many areas in life, including a deeper
understanding of our own natures.”

Niteczka, “Book of surrender. I'm not sure about the Tao part..., but granted, I'm only in the
middle of the book.It didn't teach me anything. It simply named what I felt I'm finding in Tango...
and so supported me on my own path.”

Douglas Komack, “Amazing insight. This little book is not just about Tango , but about the
delicate balance we all strive for in our every day relationships.It gives us permission to be who
we are to express all of ourselves.And to re-joyce in being male and female.Excellent”

SeaGoat under Sirius, “Charming and delightful book! Insightful too - it will enrich your tango..
"All the technique and classes in the world did not address the real problem ... as long as I
placed my attention outwards [whilst dancing, I ignored] the inner connection." (pages
94-95)The American Amazon.com website has, at the time of writing (mid-May 2011),29
reviews, nearly all of which are graded as 5-star (excellent). The 1 exception is a 3-star (good)
review, which is from a Taoist reviewer, not from a tango dancer reviewer. For tango dancers, this
may be the best book on the market!The book has been published in Spanish and English and
both versions are currently available. I bought two copies of the book, over 3 years ago. The first
was mine. I was so impressed I ordered a second copy as a gift to a friend. Of over 40 books on



tango that I have bought, read and own, this is one of the most important, and it is one of my
top-5. It may well be my desert island number 1 tango book.Siegmann is not a writer of obscure
or esoteric nonsense. This work is clear and insightful and it is pure tango, though her language
is often very beautiful, it is always personal and felt. When she discovered tango, she felt that
she..."... [had] found the Holy Grail...I was conversing in some language of the soul that resided
in a part of me I never knew existed ... I was consciously experiencing my female energy for the
first time." (Pages 2-3)I am inspired to write a review of this intelligent and heart-warming treatise
on tango because, at the time of writing, justice has not been done; there are no reviews on the
English Amazon website and, I hate to say it but I have heard awful and nonsensical hearsay,
that this book has nothing to do with tango. How far from the truth some will go to peddle their
spiteful lies! This book is at the heart of tango, and its content is sparkling: tango can be even
more than a thing of just beauty and elegance - two fine assets indeed but in developing our
connections within the dance, by understanding how masculine and feminine energies work, in
both men and women, we can vastly improve our tango."All of tango's fancy steps are the artful
rearrangement of three basic movements: the basic [walking] step, the ocho and the molinette.
Everything else is a derivation or combination of these elements"(Page 7)This fine book is not
intended as a guide for assisting absolute beginners to master basic steps, though it will inspire
them towards better tango, one day; nor is it about teaching fancy figures. There is a lot more to
tango than that! For absolute beginners, and 'improvers', even though this book is written from
an advanced point of view, it is very accessible and an easy read. For neophyte, improving and/
or intermediate dancers this tome is a tasty teaser of what pleasures lie ahead. Their tango
dancing will benefit, one day, due to this work. It is best suited to intermediate and advanced
dancers, upwards, and to teachers. It is from somewhere around that point that the author writes,
from a time of saturation within tango, with years of classes and dancing behind her she found
she wanted something more."Tango helps us get balanced because it requires the highest level
of communication - without words. It also requires us to use both [female and male] energies and
so develop them." (Page 13)Johanna Siegmann's book is a wonderful and touching treatise on
tango. She calls it The Tao (pronounced `dow') of Tango because she treats the reader to a
blend of the tango he or she already knows with an introduction to how male and female
energies work, in both leaders and followers, during the dance. Eastern mysticism is not a big
part of this book - in fact it hardly shows itself - so do not let that put you off. It is essentially a
book about dancing tango but Siegmann has found a useful tag (as did Chan Park with "Tango
Zen", another very worthwhile read 
  
Tango Zen: Walking Dance Meditation



  
  
)that fits well with her psychoanalysis and spiritually-tinted presentation."In tango you move
back and forth between both energies [male and female] almost unconsciously..." (Page 13)
[and] "for the follower, to move correctly, she has to maintain her own balance, her own space,
and her own independence - all of which are expressions of male energy in the
follower" [whereas female energy in the leader manifests by allowing him to wait for his follower,
by giving him the connection to her, and through lending him to imagination to lead the next
step]. (Pages 48-49).It is clear that Johanna Siegmann has a lot of experience in tango, for she
writes of it well, and knowledgeably. She honestly reveals her own flaws and facets; her
obsessions and neuroses on and off the dance-floor. She writes openly of her years of
development within tango. This is not a book by a Dr.Potter, a psychlogist who talks down to his
patients, nor is it by someone talking egoistically of him- or herself. Siegmann is among the
most humble and thoughtful of tango writers; her thoughts are touching and incisive. She rightly
addresses one of tango's key psychological challenges, the need to listen to one's instinct not
one's ego (pages 51-52) but she also never loses sight of what's happening on the dancefloor,
nor within the music. She reminds us that tango has more than one rhythmic layer, unlike simpler
ballroom beats, in tango the leader may dance to a bass-line or a melody ... or even through an
adagio (pages 25-26) or to the voice - as Carlos Gavito (RIP), the legendary tango dancer, also
always stressed.Siegmann talks of the intrigue and social life in tango. She writes of the milonga
scene, the classroom and the lessons and how they do nothing to combat a major obstacle to
development within tango:"All the technique and classes in the world did not address the real
problem ... as long as I placed my attention outwards [I ignored] the inner connection" (pages
94-95)She never loses sight of the basics of tango - always a god sign in an advanced dancer -
and she reminds herself and her readers that the first keys to tango are the change of
weight,"...even if it is extremely subtle it must be absolute" (page 54); and of the
embrace,"...communication can only be accomplished through a close physical
connection" (page 141), again echoing Carlos Gavito's words, "The embrace contains all of
tango."The author reminds leaders that while they may lead steps, they must wait for the follower
to interpret them - as long as she stays with the music! At this point the follower is in control and
the leader must submit but, once again, for emphasis, as long as the follower stays with the
music!"When the lead is done correctly, the leader creates a space for the follower to flow
into" (page 47)One of the bravest parts of the book is the author's treatment of the drama, the
passion, the intrigue between two dancers; the `look', that exists between two people whilst in
the `zone'; and how not to mis-read passion in the dance for intentions off the dance-floor; but,
also how to benefit from the frisson of passionate drama during a dance ... and, what not to do



whilst dancing!Siegmann has an enchanted mind's-eye as well as a wonderful way with words.
She recalls ephemeral moments from her tango memories and transcribes them well in memoir-
style. She is a salient observer and notes how one thing never changes in tango: no matter how
many lessons people buy, how the elegant swans of the dance, once they have finished
dancing, leave the floor as ugly ducklings; grace to chaos in 1 second flat, without fail, at every
milonga.This is a charming and delightful book. It will warm your spirits. As a male tango leader I
found these insights from a female follower invaluable. Every man, or leader, in tango should
read this tome; and every follower in tango needs Siegmann's distillation of her years of
experience too.Priceless. The best book on tango in years!See my list, in Amazon's listmania,
for brief reviews of over 20 other tango books.”

AngelBlue6666, “Stunning. I found this book stunning and easy to read, and i found that it was
aligned to how I think.”

C., “boek. Boekje in prima staat ontvangen, in de vooraf gestelde termijn.”

The book by Patti Brady has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 39 people have provided feedback.
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